The World Rowing Tour in Canada
Peter Bursztyn, a row-touring pioneer in Canada, recollects:
Members of an informal group of Ontario tour rowers had been rowing parts of the Rideau
Canal for some time when in around 1990 (I don’t recall exactly!) we decided to row its entire length
from Ottawa to Kingston. This is an astonishing waterway, particularly for the “New World”. First of all,
it was completed in 1832, so is now 190 years old. It begins in the centre of Ottawa, Canada’s capital
city and one of Ontario’s largest cities. You launch in a busy city centre and within 5 kilometres, you are
in suburbia. This gives way to small town Ontario; farms interspersed with villages, some remaining
true to their original 19th century character. Eventually you are in wilderness, finally arriving at
Canada’s old stone-built capital city, Kingston.
This is a magical trip, particularly if you travel in a human-powered boat. Our touring group did
the trip 5 times over a period of years, once in the reverse direction, Kingston to Ottawa. Then we
decided the route would be eminently suitable for a FISA World Rowing Tour – the first to be mounted
in Canada. The tour was set for 2002.

Somewhat foolishly, we agreed to do the tour for 80 rowers, but we only had enough coxed
quads (the usual FISA Tour boat) for 60 rowers. We thought we could put some rowers in my elderly
triple scull and also into some touring doubles, but that wouldn’t be enough!
We applied for a Trillium Grant and simultaneously persuaded Hudson Boats to make some T11 Touring boats in the expectation we would get the grant – and we did. At the same time, we needed
trailers to move these boats around, and we needed detailed plans for daily distances, pull-out spots,
lunch breaks, etc.
In 2000, my wife Elaine and I agreed to participate in a FISA Tour so we could experience one
and see for ourselves whether we could meet expectations. We registered for the FISA Finland Tour,
which used Finnish “Church Boats” – rowed by 14 sweep rowers, sitting on fixed seats! We were blown
away by the level of luxury provided by the Finns; there was no way we could meet that standard. But
we did have the Rideau Canal, a far more interesting, and prettier waterway!

In the end, everything fell into place. We had 15 Hudson T-11s plus an older but excellent
wooden German coxed quad, the Georg Haas – enough for the promised 80 rowers. We arranged for
the Rideau Canal operator (Parks Canada) to provide more of their handy “rafts” made of
superannuated lock gate timbers (8”x8”, squared-off Douglas Fir logs) which we used as landing
platforms – low level and soft enough not to damage boat hulls.
Rideau Canal locks were generous for 1830, but could not take more than a dozen of our boats
at a time. We had to arrive at the locks in a group, and hope that the second group would assemble at
the lock in time! One of us, Peter Okens of the Don Rowing Club prepared astonishingly accurate
estimates of the time required to cover various distances. Hudson seconded Skip Izon and Jack
Coughlan to ensure that any problems with the boats were dealt with speedily – they did a splendid
job!

In the end, our European and Australian guests were blown away by this tour. The canal itself
was the star of the show. It is the world’s oldest canal whose equipment (lock gates, locks, gears, chains,
valves, etc) has never been modernized! Other canals (eg: France’s Canal du Midi) are older but its locks
are now electrically operated. Yet others (eg: New York’s Erie Canal) have been rebuilt with larger locks
to accept modern cargo vessels. The Rideau Canal never went out of use, so was never abandoned, but
rail lines sprang up offering faster cargo and passenger service, so there was no pressure to rebuild the
canal. It is truly a gem.

Our visitors were treated to a fleet of virtually new boats, a rarely seen luxury on European
tours! And any problems were swiftly put right by the Hudson pair or by myself. Finally, Canadian water
is extremely clean by European standards! Many rowers couldn’t resist jumping in either at the lunch
stop or at the end of the day!
Our only issue was the question of alcoholic beverages. Since our tour happened after Labour
Day, we hoped that the Booze Police would have shut up shop for the year. We were right! At the end
of each rowing day, one car had its trunk filled with cold beer . . . Europeans didn’t much like Coca Cola!

For the 2012 FISA Tour, we also chose a route we knew well – the French River near Sudbury.
This was totally different from the Rideau Canal – there were no urban centres; not even villages. The
entire route was in wilderness.
Here our problem was accommodating the expected numbers. We couldn’t fit 16 boats into
most landing spots along our route. We settled on a total capacity of 12 boats = 60 rowers, and even
that was a squeeze. At some sites, we divided the fleet in two and had rowers walk to a common site
for lunch.

Another issue was our boats. Now over a decade old, some were not in great shape. Even
though I arrived a full day in advance of the tour’s start, I had to start on epoxy work immediately. The
morning the tour began – fortunately not until 10:00am – I was able to sand down my repairs!
This tour was perhaps what our European rowers had been hoping for – the wilderness. They
could see that the French River had remained pretty-much unchanged from the days when it had been
a 2000 kilometer shortcut for fur-trade canoes between Montreal and the upper Great Lakes! But one
thing was different – a float plane took off from a small lake right beside the fleet! Many photographs
were snapped . . .

Donna Spiegel had pulled out all the stops to provide excellent food, particularly fresh fish from
the French River itself. Waterfalls, bird life, turtles aplenty were on plain view. What was missing were
bears and deer. These creatures were clearly spooked by our numbers and remained in the shadows.
But again, the water was super-clean – something greatly appreciated by our visitors!
Our closing ceremony was held at Science North, in a cavern beneath the facility. The Tour
photographer had a DVD prepared with scenes of the tour. These were projected on a screen at supper.
Canada’s excellent reputation for mounting FISA Tours remained intact!

Thinking that we had now set a tradition that in years ending in 2, Canada would host the World
Rowing Tour, OAR proposed a plan for 2022, which was accepted by World Rowing – now, the date is
getting close! This tour will row along the Bay of Quinte, then through the 1000 Islands, near where
Lake Ontario runs into the St. Lawrence River. This tour will use Coastal quads, instead of the Touring
boats, because we have open water to traverse. We look forward to 50 participants from 12 countries
enjoying their visit to Canada.
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